0172 2743266

RAILWAY CLAIMS TRIBUNAL
CHANDIGARH BENCH

Kendriya Sadan

Fourth&Sixth Floor,
Sector 9-A, Chandigarh
Dated.* * *

No..

"NO.RCT/CDGTaxi/2021/Loose/

******

Dated: 23/8/22

Quotation Notice
Sub-

Quotations for Hiring of

one

AC Car

on

requirement.

Ref- RCT/DLI letter

per

day basis

on

emergency

No.RCT/DLI/Circuit Bench/2021 dated 5/8/2022.

Quotations in sealed envelope are invited for Hiring of one AC Car 1e.

Maruti

Ciaz/Honda

City/Toyotta Corolla/lnnova or similar for
Sh.Labh
Singh/Hon'ble Member Judicial/RCT/Allahabad during his Division Circuit Bench
at RCT/CDG. The vehicle is required from 29/8/2022 to 2/9/2022 (five days) on

per day basis on emergency requirement.
The quotations should reach this
office on or before 25/8/22 upto 15.00 hrs., which shall be opened on same day
at 15.05 hrs. The terms and conditions are
given below:
1.

2.
3.

The GST registered firms should submit quotations.
The vehicle daily limits are 80 km and 10 hours per day.
The payment will be made after satisfactory completion of work through ECS on

submission of bill with proper documents of annual turnover from 2017-18 to 202122 as per rules.

4. The vehicle shall be comprehensively insured along with staff traveling with the
vehicle and insurance policy of the vehicle made available by the owner of the
vehicle as and when asked for.
5. The contractor shall ensure that the antecedent of the driver reporting for
duty are verified by the police and they are in possession of the same while
on duty. Driver should be valid driving license holder.
6.

7

8.

The contractor shall provide the vehicle in perfect working condition uphoistery,
decor, matting, paint, lights, fans and all other accessories of vehicles provided are
to be in the excellent condition at all the times.
The vehicle shall be available as and when required. In case of failure on the
part of bidder, the bidder is liable to be black-listed and imposing such monetary

penalty/fine @ Rs.500/- per day by Railway Claims Tribunal, Chandigarh.
thousands seven hundred
Estimated cost Rs.13,750/-only for five days (Rs.thirteen

and fifty only).

ked
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